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Figure 4 - Ray Harryhausen designed and animated the creature from Beast From 20,000 

Fathoms (1953}32

Harryhausen was strongly influenced by O'Brien's work, and took a similar approach of 

animating creatures in a realistic manner, even if the creatures themselves were outlandish. 

These principles gave the creatures a believability, and allowed them to be superimposed 

opposite live action characters without them standing out as obviously unrealistic33
.

Traditional hand drawn animation also made steady improvements over the intervening 

decades since Gertie the Dinosaur, as is evident in the much lauded 1940 Walt Disney 

production Fantasia34
, which contained a sequence dealing with the rise of life, age of 

reptiles and final extinction of the dinosaurs. 

32 Harryhausen, "Beast From 20,000 Fathoms." 
33 Hayes, "Harryhausen Marvels at Ascendancy of F/x." 
34 "Fantasia, Review." 28 
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Although Fantasia can be applauded for this admirably executed work there are a few 

instances were totally unrealistic anthropomorphism does rear its ugly head and unfortunately 

does detract from the strongly accurate approach. 

Figure 5 -In Fantasia (1940) some species such as Struthiomimus (left) are portrayed 

excellently. Unfortunately the Tyrannosaurus rex (right) is portrayed as a demonic monster. 39

The Tyrannosaurus rex is given the monster treatment, portrayed as an evil ravenous 

murderer from which there is no escape. The T-rex is given totally unrealistic glowing red 

eyes, and a bright red glowing mouth filled with teeth, which it never shuts. 

It was definitely a design decision to portray it as a villain, an unnecessary approach since it 

is a natural predatory species merely performing its function in the ecosystem. 

Another conscious design decision was to have the T-rex arrive during a terrifying lightning 

storm, an old cinematic cliche generally reserved for the most evil of villains. Needless to say 

that is an obvious artistic approach and entirely unrealistic, which makes its frequent use 

interesting. It is as if the audience must feel the villain's evil nature is so strongly, it is echoed 

in the forces of nature around them. It is interesting to note that the Tyrannosaurus rex in 

39 Disney, "Fantasia Struthiomimus."
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The fact that the names of the anthropomorphised characters were a shortened derivatives of 

the species name no doubt would also have aided younger viewers in retaining information 

about the creatures. 

As mentioned before the film was a great hit, creating a franchise that extended to no less 

than thirteen direct to video sequels, a range of merchandise and a 2007 television series. 42

Figure 6 - The five main characters ofLand Before Time (1988) which became a multi

million dollar franchise. 

In a similar vein to Fantasia the Tyrannosaurus rex is portrayed as a monster, and in the 

beginning of the film kills the mother of the title character. The dinosaur characters refer to 

the carnivorous dinosaurs as a "Sharptooth" and although anthropomorphised do actually 

deal with aspects such as one species preying on another. 

42 Ibid. 
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Steven Spielberg realised that the creatures themselves and their actual behaviour was 

dramatic and fascinating enough to keep the plot moving. 

So when the Velociraptors are stalking the children, the tension is sharp and intense because 

they are incredibly proficient hunters and therefore difficult to elude and outwit. 55 

Figure 7 - The Velociraptors in 199 3 's Jurassic Park stalking the children in the kitchen. 5657

The film can be commended for showcasing them as animals out of their time and place, 

although there are some instances of overdramatic sensationalism. 

One such occurrence is the dramatic thunderstorm announcing the arrival of the T-rex in a 

similar vein to the arrival of the T-rex in Fantasia. As if the thunder and lightning wasn't 

55 Stone, "Jurassic Park Special Effects Revolutionary; Spielberg Classic out in 3D Friday," April 4, 2013. 
56 Spielberg, "Jurassic Park." 
57 Stone, "Jurassic Park Special Effects Revolutionary; Spielberg Classic out in 3D Friday," April 4, 2013. 
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It was a deliberate single decision that favoured aesthetics over cultural understanding of 

scientific findings. 

The film shied away from anthropomorphism in how the dinosaurs behaved. They were 

presented as having a range of behaviours many of which were realistic. 

However the large Venatosaurus rex did not act realistically. In one of the longest sequences 

on Skull Island three V-rex dinosaurs fight with Kong over the character of Ann Darrow. 

Figure 8 - In a scene from King Kong (2005) a V-rex fights with Kong over the character 

Ann Darrow (Naomi Watts}78 

The behaviour of the large V-rex dinosaurs is unrealistic. When one first spots Ann it is 

eating another dinosaur and has already half swallowed it. The moment the dinosaur spots 

Ann though it begins to pursue her to eat her. In doing so it drops a tonne of meat to pursue 

the fifty-five kilograms of her. It is another case of a dinosaur being misrepresented as an 

78 Jackson, "King Kong (2005)."
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Paleoartists often are from scientific backgrounds themselves, occasionally are 

palaeontologists, or have had veterinarian experience, and as a result have long experience 

understanding the anatomy of contemporary and prehistoric animals. This along with the fact 

that palaeontologists guide the visualisation as it is created means that their artwork becomes 

an important reference material in itself By comparing visualisations of a specific dinosaur 

from different paleoartists it is possible to see anatomical details that palaeontologists agree 

on. It is also possible to understand soft tissue structures like musculature through the visual 

implementation of their anatomical knowledge. 

Steve White in his 2012 book Dinosaur Art: The World's Greatest Paleoart has collected 

work from the world's leading paleoartists, and features work by artists such as Robert 

Nicholls and Douglas Henderson, both of which create visualisations of marine reptiles such 

as mosasaurs196
. 

196 Ibid. 
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Figure 11 - A scene from Walking With Dinosaurs gives information of not only how the 

creature was visualised but also to what quality the visual effects were taken 20°.

2.5 Research Trips 

Auckland War Memorial Museum houses an Origins section that contains many fossils and 

casts of fossils related to New Zealand's prehistoric past201
.

As one would expect of a local museum it focuses on New Zealand palaeontology and fossils 

and is a good starting point for an investigation into the subject matter. The museum holds 

many original fossils and casts of fossils which directly concern a project visualising New 

Zealand marine life. 

200 Haines, Walking with Dinosaurs. 
201 Hira and Museum, "Auckland War Memorial Museum." 
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